
Science One Page Overview 
 

Intent: 

Our curriculum has been designed to ensure our young people 

thrive, achieve and flourish 

 
   Children thrive - All 

children at OAT, 
irrelevant of needs , 
develops a love for 

Science that they harness 
their natural excitement 
and curiosity. In turn this 
inspires them to pursue 

scientific enquiry. 
In EYFS, as children are 
exposed to stimulating 

environments and 
introduced to new and 

exciting scientific ideas, 
their interests and 

curiosities  are 
encouraged to thrive and 
grow through first hand 
experiences and critical 

discussions. 

 
Children achieve – 

Children will have the 
scientific knowledge and 

understanding of the 
primary curriculum to 
move on to their next 
stage of learning with 
ease. They will have 
developed scientific 

enquiry skills which allow 
them to question and 

investigate phenomena 
around them. Children will 
have a solid understanding 

of the types of scientific 
enquiry and use them to 

seek answers. 
  

 

  
Children flourish – 

Children develop such a 
passion for Science that 

they harness their natural 
excitement and curiosity. 
In turn this inspires them 

to pursue scientific 
enquiry. We hope that 

every child wish is excited 
by scientific ideas and 

wants to learn, to explain 
and analyse phenomena, 

make predictions and 
solve problems. 

 

 

Throughout Science, children will have opportunities to develop scientific knowledge, enquiry 

based skills and real life ‘hands on’ experiences.  Our Science curriculum should help pupils 

investigate and solve problems, ask questions and discover why science matters in the world. 

• ‘Understanding the World’ is one of four specific areas integrated daily within the 

Early Years Foundation Stage. Scientific concepts and skills are introduced both 

through whole class sessions and throughout the continuous provision. 

• Children in Nursery and Reception are actively encouraged to explore and observe 

their surroundings, follow growing curiosities and question processes and changes in 

the environment. 

• All children in key stages 1 and 2 will have access to two hours of high quality Science 

each week delivered by teachers. 

• At least one of these hours will be ‘pure’ science and the other can be linked to other 

areas of the curriculum (eg. English – writing texts linked to scientific knowledge.). 

• We know children learn best by ‘doing’ so all science lessons should strive to include a 

practical element.  

• Children will have the opportunity to revisit and build upon their knowledge so it 

becomes embedded.  

 

Implement: 

Scientific knowledge 
Each science lesson begins with a retrieval activity for children to embed scientific knowledge from their current 
unit of science as well as previous ones.  

Science curriculum follows the National curriculum and progression grids are in place using the PLAN resources 
so staff can see what previous learning and future learning will be.  

Staff use PLAN resources to ensure lessons are pitched correctly at the right year group.  

Scientific vocabulary is displayed and constantly referred to in science lessons.  

Expectations and ideas for knowledge acquisition are given through staff CPD to ensure high quality science 
teaching.  

Within EYFS, a stimulus is typically introduced to the children first (E.g. an object found, a story) to encourage 
children to engage with their curiosities and ask questions surrounding the topic being covered. This allows us to 
gauge the children’s current understanding. As new information is taught or as questions are posed, scientific 
knowledge is reinforced through the continuous provision to ensure children are continually exposed to new 
vocabulary, the opportunity to experiment and explore and allowed access to quality resources which reinforce 
their understanding 

Scientific Enquiry skills  

Scientific enquiry skills are developed alongside knowledge so each lesson includes a development or refining of 
an enquiry skill.  

Children will acquire enquiry skills through Science equipment, digital technology and practical experiences. 

Investigation ideas for the different types of science enquiry are given and staff ensure that a balance are taught 
throughout the year.  

Discovery dog and post it notes planners are used throughout the school ensuring consistency for fair testing and 
comparative testing (discovery dog y1 – y3 (spring), Post it planner (year 3 spring B – year 6)  

One full investigation planned each half term for each year group.  

Enquiry skills and ideas for developing enquiry skills are developed in staff CPD sessions. 

The ‘Characteristics of Effective Learning’ which are outlined in the EYFS curriculum are integrated and planned 
for consistently to encourage and promote thinking, motivation and engagement. These include Playing and 
Exploring, Active Learning and Creating and Thinking Critically 

 Educational visits, where applicable to develop a deeper understanding of concepts and knowledge in Science.  

Extra curricular 

• STEM club (Cancelled at present due to COVID restrictions)  

• A dedicated Science week celebrated each year with a particular focus on scientific enquiry skills and 
discoveries and work of famous scientists is celebrated throughout the whole school 

Assessment  

Use of PLAN resources for teachers to assess whether children are working at expected for knowledge and 
enquiry skills.  

Pre and post unit task given to children to show progress in knowledge.  

Headstart tests at the end of each unit  

Staff report children working at ARE, below ARE and above. Data passed onto next class teacher to ‘plug gaps’  

Assessments are made based on teacher judgements. These judgements are made based on regular 
observations and independent work completed throughout the year 

Judgements are moderated between teachers throughout the academic year to ensure accuracy and consistency 

Monitoring  

Staff questionnaire used to establish levels of confidence/ Learning walk/drop-ins scheduled 

Pupil voice with focus on different types of scientific enquiry / Book look focus on retrieval of knowledge and scientific vocabulary.  

Staff CPD built around monitoring outcomes 

 

Impact: 

What Impact will look like:  

Most children achieve ARE for each 

unit of science. 

Retrieval is embedded so children 

can recall knowledge and 

vocabulary from current and 

previous units.  

Children are able to plan an 

investigation thinking about the 

different types of enquiry and 

adding more detail to their methods 

as they progress through the school.  

Children talk positively about their 

science learning. 

Teacher CPD/monitoring: 

Teachers have sequenced steps to refer 

to when planning science unit of work. 

PLAN to refer to for pitch and 

expectations.  

Investigations given for each year 

group and unit.  

CPD on including practical enquiry skills 

in the more knowledge based units.  

Teachers given bank of activities for 

retrieval of knowledge and vocabulary.  

 

Additional Points linked to remote 

learning: In case of further school 

closures or bubble closures:  

Children should still receive a weekly 

science lesson 

Continue to start remote lessons with 

entry/ retrieval questions to check/ignite 

prior learning.  

Key vocabulary shared and used in remote 

lessons.  

Try, where possible to include some 

element of working scientifically (may need 

to move units if not suitable for home 

learning 


